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The New Intel® Core™ i7 processor Extreme Edition: Intel’s Most 

Powerful Desktop Processor Ever 

Alienware 

“Throughout Alienware’s 20 year history, Intel has consistently pushed the boundaries of what 

technology and performance enables for PC gamers, content creators and game developers. With the 

launch announcement of the Intel Core i7 processor Extreme Edition with 10 cores, Intel is once again 

helping to shape the future of all entertainment content for the next several years,” said Joe Olmsted, 

Director of Product Planning for Alienware. “Alienware will offer the new Extreme Edition CPU’s on our 

iconic Area-51 beginning June 14th 2016. Check out Alienware.TV today at 11am CDT for live coverage 

dedicated to the X-series processors with a special guest from Intel.” 

 

ASRock 

V.P. of ASRock Sales and Marketing, James Lee, commented “As a motherboard manufacturer, ASRock 

is glad to contribute our effort to make motherboards for new CPUs.”  

  

“The performance of Intel Core i7 processor Extreme Edition is brilliant! ASRock X99 Taichi is an all-

rounder motherboard which perfectly matches with new Intel Core i7 processor Extreme Edition. You 

definitely can’t miss it!” said Chris Lee, Senior Director of ASRock Product Marketing. 

 

ASUS 

“The new Intel Core i7 processor Extreme Edition innovates with up to 10 cores, and in both 28- and 

40-lane options — and the additional threading opens range of exciting new possibilities for 

professionals,” said Joe Hsieh, ASUS Corporate Vice President & General Manager of Motherboard 

Business Unit commented. “ASUS is renowned for motherboards that offer outstanding interoperability, 

compatibility and performance, and our new X99 models are loaded with the world-leading innovations 

to extract every ounce of performance from Intel's latest architecture.” 

 

Cyberpower 

“The all new Intel Core i7 processor Extreme Edition sets the new bar for enthusiast gaming 

performance. This first of its kind 10 core processor is perfectly designed for today’s modern 

professional gamer who simultaneously require a phenomenal gaming experience and high quality live 

streaming at the highest performance levels available. CyberPowerPC gamers expect only the best and 

Intel has delivered”   Eric Cheung –CEO, CyberPowerPC 

 

Cybertron 

“Gamers can future-proof their next desktop gaming system with CybertronPC's CLX line of PCs. 

Loaded with an Intel Core i7 processor Extreme Edition , CLX systems embrace all that the next-gen 

technologies has to offer, and you truly see the future of where the gaming industry is headed,” said 

Jorge Percival, Director of Product Development and Marketing at CybertronPC. “From cinematic-level 

graphics, to intense visual details in multi-screen 4k, to pristine VR experiences, Intel offers its next-

level processing power from beginning to end.” 
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EVGA 

“With the EVGA® X99 lineup and Intel Core i7 processor Extreme Edition, our enthusiast customers are 

set to experience the next generation of groundbreaking performance.”  Joe Darwin, Chief Branding 

Officer, EVGA 

 

GIGABYTE 

“GIGABYTE is an avid supporter of Intel technologies. When Intel first announced the 10-Core Intel Core 

i7 processor Extreme Edition we knew this would bring excitement to the market. By working closely 

with Intel, a technology leader in chipsets and processors, GIGABYTE is able to develop and deliver 

groundbreaking technologies to its consumers and become the industry leader they are today. At 

Computex 2016, GIGABYTE, with the Launch of the new Intel Core i7 processor Extreme Edition, will 

undoubtedly mark the beginning of a new era in desktop computing with the debut of its Ultra Gaming 

and Designare Motherboards.”  Henry Kao, VP, GIGABYTE 

 

iBUYPOWER 

“We’re excited to bring the newest Intel Core i7 processor Extreme Edition to our customers. With the 

growth of eSports, gaming, and VR, we feel the necessity of processing power is greater than ever. We 

have a lot of amazing things planned this year and none of it would be possible without Intel’s 

technology.”  - Darren Su, EVP, iBUYPOWER 

 

Maingear 

“Intel has single-handedly set computer performance standards for decades and the new Intel Core i7 

processor Extreme Edition will raise that bar even higher,” states Wallace Santos, CEO and Founder of 

MAINGEAR.  “MAINGEAR prides itself in delivering high-end gaming units for the most demanding 

gamers and we are confident that Intel’s new Extreme Edition processors will open the gaming world to 

new possibilities.  We are anxious to showcase Intel’s latest processors in all our systems.” 

 

MSI 

“With great dedication to delivering extreme performance and stability, we were proud to join forces 

with Intel as they developed the new generation of Intel Core i7 processor Extreme Edition and the first 

Intel 10 core desktop processor. With the benefits of the Intel architecture, extensive research and 

implementation of our DDR4 Boost technology, we optimized our full X99 motherboard line-up for this 

new generation of processors, to deliver the best performance imaginable. Intel’s leading processor 

design, together with MSI’s dedication to bring out the best motherboards for PC enthusiasts, ensures 

the best experience when using the Intel Core i7 processor Extreme Edition processor, perfect for 

gamers, overclockers and content creators.” said Ted Hung, VP, MSI Motherboard Sales & Marketing. 

 

Origin PC 

“The Intel Core i7 processor Extreme Editions are so fast, it will make any PC enthusiast drool with up to 

10 physical cores with Hyperthreading and faster speeds .” said Kevin Wasielewski ORIGIN PC CEO and 

cofounder.  “And thanks to ORIGIN PC’s award-winning professional CPU overclocking, we can push the 

performance of Intel Core i7 processor Extreme Edition even further inside our record breaking line of 

desktops!” 

 
 


